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Course Syllabus & Standard Operating Procedures

Welcome to Army JROTC! It is our expectation to be the premier Army JROTC program in
South Georgia and one of the best in the state. This will only be possible with your dedication,
enthusiasm, and work ethic. We are only as good as you are.

EXPECTATIONS
All students assigned to Army JROTC are expected to demonstrate discipline, responsibility,
and personal accountability. Army JROTC is a laboratory in leadership and requires a lot from
you mentally, academically, physically, and socially. Leadership is a fluid concept that is
manifested in many forms. No one leader is the same, just as no one student will demonstrate
those qualities expected in a leader the same. You will be introduced to the principles of
leadership and it is up to you how they are presented. However, there is one characteristic that
is absolutely critical of all good leaders and that is selflessness. I expect cadet leaders to act
selflessly. Success in JROTC is easy when you demonstrate a positive attitude and enthusiasm.

CURRICULUM
The JROTC program is designed to teach high school students the value of citizenship,
leadership, service to the community, personal responsibility, and a sense of accomplishment,
while instilling in them self-esteem, teamwork, and self-discipline. The program’s focus is
reflected in its mission statement, “To motivate young people to be better citizens.” It prepares
high school students for responsible leadership roles while making them aware of their rights,
responsibilities, and privileges as American citizens. The program is a stimulus for promoting
graduation from high school, and it provides instruction and rewarding opportunities that will
benefit the student, community, and nation. The Program of Instruction focuses on the
development of better citizens by building skills in leadership, citizenship, life success,
geography, and wellness in a structured interactive environment. Army JROTC is an accredited
program of US Army Cadet Command and is taught in over 1,700 public and private high
schools, military institutions, and correctional centers across the United States, US territories,
and DODEA systems in Europe. The program is established across four LET (Leadership,
Education, and Training) levels with all beginners, regardless of whether you are a freshman or
senior, assigned to LET 1

• LET 1: The course name for LET 1 is The Emerging Leader. Focus areas include
JROTC Foundations, Personal Growth and Behaviors, Team Building, Decision Making, Health
and Fitness, and Service Learning.



• LET 2: The course name for LET 2 is The Developing Leader. Focus areas include
Leadership, Communication, Team Building, First Aid, Decision Making, Health and Fitness,
Service Learning, and Citizenship and Government.
• LET 3: The course name for LET 3 is The Supervising Leader. Focus areas include
Command and Staff roles, personal planning and management, Team Building, Decision
Making, Health and Fitness, Service Learning project development and execution, and
Citizenship and Government.
• LET 4: The course name for LET 4 is The Managing Leader. Focus areas include
Motivation Strategies through Team Building, Management of Service Learning projects, Health
and Physical Fitness planning, and Citizenship and Government.

Completion of JROTC 1, 2, and 3 results in a CTAE pathway completion. Cadets who
successfully serve as a platoon level leader or higher or a battalion staff officer/NCO and pass
all three LET courses will be awarded a CTAE Pathway completion graduation cord. Enrollment
in LET 4 (JROTC 4) is by application only. Cadets desiring to enroll in JROTC 4 must have
served in a past leadership position and have maintained a B average in the previous LET
levels. Additionally, a comprehensive exam will be administered prior to registration in order to
assess a cadet’s knowledge prior to recommending they enroll as a LET 4. All cadets must be
capable of performing at a higher, more independent and demanding level in order to qualify as
a LET 4. Most cadets will not qualify for the LET 4 year and will be considered Pathway
Complete.

GRADING
Evaluations………………………………………………………………………30%
Uniform Compliance..…………………………………………………………..30%
Physical Training………………………………………………………………..20%
Benchmark………………………………………………………………………20%

Evaluations: All exams/quizzes, projects, presentations, leadership demonstrations, drill
competencies, staff operations.
Uniform Compliance: Combined score for wearing the uniform properly and adhering to the
grooming standards in Appendix A and the Scoring Rubric in Appendix B. JROTC is a
uniformed organization and proper wear of the uniform is a requirement. Prior to the issuing of
the uniform, students must demonstrate compliance with the required grooming standards.
Uniforms at the drycleaners do not exempt cadets from the weekly requirement. The only
exception is if uniforms were scheduled for pick up prior to the uniform day and the delay is due
to the dry cleaner. In these instances, written verification from the vendor is required to exempt
the cadet from the graded requirement.
Physical Training: Score derived from wearing the battalion physical fitness uniform (battalion
issued PT shirt, proper shorts/athletic pants, and shoes) and fully participating in the physical
fitness program. Refusing to participate will not be tolerated. Any cadet requesting exemption
due to medical reasons must submit written justification from the parent or physician. Any
requirements requesting exemption for more than one week must be supported by a physician's



written guidance. All physician notes are kept on file. Any student that requests a pass to the
nurse during physical training is required to make it up on their own in accordance with standard
make up procedures.
Benchmark: An assessment conducted at the conclusion of each 9 weeks. Assessments can
include examinations, observations, or demonstrations of the cadet’s mastery of material up to
that point.
Make-Up: Missed exams and evaluations must be made up at the earliest opportunity following
the missed day, but prior to the end of the 9 Week grading period. Uniform wear must be made
up the first day a cadet returns following the missed uniform day. Uniform days cannot be made
up after the next scheduled uniform day. Any PT missed must be made-up by coordinating with
the instructor upon the cadet’s first day back. PT must be made up prior to the next scheduled
physical training day. PT and Uniform days missed that result in an EXCUSED absence are not
required to be made up and will not be counted against the cadet’s grade. Any requirements not
made-up according to the above timeline will result in a zero for that graded event. Any student
assigned to ISS is required to conduct physical training on their own and will wear the uniform
while in ISS. All posted assignments must be completed as required. Those students assigned
OSS will receive a zero for missed physical training and uniform days. They will be permitted to
make up any posted assignments and exams prior to the end of the nine weeks.

CO-CURRICULAR
Co-curricular activities are an important part of Army JROTC and the cornerstone of our
competitive nature. Unlike “extra-curricular” activities, you must be an active member of Army
JROTC to participate in co-curricular activities. Opportunities to participate on the Color Guard
team, Drill Team, and Raider team are available during the year and tryouts are mandatory.
Students are not required to participate in these activities to be successful, however, to obtain
the highest ranks possible over the course of four years, participation will become increasingly
important. Our Color Guard is a very visible part of our program; participating at sporting events,
school and community events, and veteran’s activities. Additionally, cadets have the opportunity
to compete on the JLAB team (think quiz bowl team) against teams across the state and nation,
attend a summer camp called JCLC, and participate in service learning and continuous
improvement projects. All of these activities will be discussed in detail during the first week of
class and specific information is available in this document and posted on my Thomas County
Schools staff webpage.

RAIDER CHALLENGE:
The Raider Challenge team is the varsity level physical fitness competition team for Army
JROTC. For more information about Raider, See Appendix C

DRILL TEAM:
The competition Drill Team is the program’s co-curricular team for precision drill execution in a
competitive environment. For more information about the Drill Team, See Appendix D.



JLAB TEAM:
The JROTC Leadership and Academic Bowl (JLAB) Team is similar to a quiz bowl team and
focuses on two areas: Leadership (JROTC curriculum) and Academics (high school academic
knowledge. Students are selected based on their academic performance. This is a national level
competition that results in a national championship in Washington DC each summer. The trip to
DC is all-expenses paid. There are only two preliminary rounds, both conducted at school:
Round 1 in Oct/Nov and Round 2 in Jan/Feb.

MISCELLANEOUS

Materials Required
Blue or black pens and/or pencils.
Uniforms, equipment, and textbooks provided at no cost.
School-provided CHROMEBOOK (battery charged).
Physical Fitness Clothing and Shoes (sneakers) - Battalion PT shirt provided.
Plain white undershirt and calf-length black dress socks for the Class A/B uniform.

Cadet Uniforms
Army JROTC is a uniformed organization. The uniform, to include shoes, is provided to the
cadet at no charge. However, cadets are responsible for providing their own solid black
calf-length dress socks and white undershirt. Uniforms are issued during the first few weeks of
school. In accordance with Cadet Command Regulation (CCR) 145-2, all cadets are required to
wear the uniform to school at least once a week or as prescribed by the instructor. Cadets will
wear the uniform during the entire course of the academic day (8:00am-3:05pm). Students
taking classes that require them to dress out, will comply accordingly, using necessary
precautions to protect the uniform. At no time is a student allowed to wear only part of the
uniform. If a student wears the uniform in public after school, it must be worn in accordance with
all applicable regulations and policies. Any reported violations that bring discredit to the program
will be addressed accordingly. Once issued, uniforms are the responsibility of the cadet to
maintain and clean routinely. The uniform must be professionally dry cleaned and CANNOT be
washed in a washing machine. The only exception is the gray shirt. It is imperative that cadets
have the uniform cleaned as necessary and maintain accountability of all the components worn.
Any damage to the uniform or lost items, including the items worn on the uniform, must be paid
for. Any damage caused by a dry cleaner or a student at school must be reported immediately
with written acknowledgement from the dry cleaner or school administrator.

Physical Training
The physical training component to Army JROTC is an important aspect that students will fully
participate in. Early in the program, all cadets are assessed on their current level of physical
fitness. Over the course of the year, ALL cadets are expected to participate with the intent to



improve physically over the school year. In accordance with Cadet Command Regulation (CCR)
145-2, all cadets are required to participate in the physical training program with the expectation
that they receive the motivation and skills to improve their personal physical fitness. The
program is designed to be cadet led and that all cadets are capable of fully participating. No
element of the physical fitness program will purposely be too strenuous that it excludes
participation. Students are expected to participate and make an honest effort to improve weekly
with their focus on establishing an appreciation for fitness and a healthy lifestyle. Students who
refuse to participate will be assessed accordingly.The physical fitness program will contribute to
a cadet’s success during the annual Cadet Challenge fitness assessment. The evaluation for
physical training consists of compliance in wearing the proper battalion uniform and participation
in the training session. The required uniform is the TCCHS Army JROTC Physical Training shirt.
This shirt is gray with ARMY JROTC and the TC logo in navy blue on the front. Cadets are
authorized, and highly encouraged, to wear shorts, sweatpants, yoga pants, or any appropriate
lower garment that facilitates the exercise regimen. Cadets are also highly encouraged to wear
proper footwear that safely supports the physical training programs. Crocs, slides, and other
non-athletic footwear are highly discouraged.
Scoring and criteria:

100 Uniform + Satisfactory Participation

80 Uniform + Minimum Participation

70 No Uniform + Satisfactory Participation

50 No Uniform + Minimum Participation

30 Uniform + No Participation

0 No Uniform + No Participation (Cannot be made up)

Missing Absent (Can be made up before next PT, 75 max)

Community Service
Community service is a cornerstone of Army JROTC. Each year we will participate in the Hands
on Thomas County event scheduled each October in order to satisfy our annual requirement to
conduct a Service Learning Project. The service learning project is a combination of community
service, classroom instruction, and cadet planning and reflection. More information on Service
Learning is presented during the academic year. We will remain a visible and important member
of our community through our community service projects and community engagement events.
All cadets are required to participate in a community service project each semester. Participating
in these projects will increase promotion opportunities, awards, and at the end of the year the
opportunity to earn the coveted Community Service Excellence medal.

Discipline Policy



Discipline is the cornerstone of JROTC. Students will behave in a courteous and disciplined
manner at all times. Failure to do so will result in loss of rank, leadership position, privileges, or
removal from JROTC. Discipline procedures will be followed within the framework established
in the student handbook. Additionally, JROTC uses a Merit/Demerit system that can result in
corrective training when unacceptable behavior warrants it. The classroom management
procedures in place in JROTC are usually more strict than traditional classrooms. However, it is
expected that students will comply and eventually maintain these standards in all classes.

Mandatory Events
Each year, Cadets are required to participate in the Cadet Challenge, a 5-event physical fitness
assessment conducted in the spring. The weekly physical fitness program will allow cadets to
gauge their progress and establish improvement strategies.
Additionally, we participate in the annual Thomasville Christmas and Rose parades. Since drill
and marching are part of the JROTC curriculum, these events are important to the program. The
Thomasville Christmas parade is in early December and the Rose Parade is in late April.

Promotions and Awards
Promotions are executed according to the promotion matrix, Appendix E, and occur throughout
the school year. Cadre always reserve the right to suspend any requirements if a specific cadet
deserves the promotion. Awards are given for numerous activities and accomplishments during
the school year. For more information on awards, see Appendix F. Also, near the end of the
school year we host our annual JROTC Awards Ceremony where many cadets are recognized
with local and national awards. Completion of three (3) credits in JROTC can result in a CTAE
pathway cord at graduation. Since JROTC does not currently require an End of Pathway
Assessment (EOPA), cadets must have served successfully in a platoon leadership position
(platoon leader/platoon sergeant) or above or have served successfully in a battalion staff
position. Cadets will be assessed on their performance in these positions before a
recommendation is made to the CTAE Director.

Military Dining Out
Each spring, the program will conduct the Military Dining Out. This is a formal dining experience
rooted in tradition and customs. The battalion command & staff serve as the primary planners.
Although the event is not mandatory, it is highly encouraged and we are convinced cadets
thoroughly enjoy the experience. More information regarding costs, guests, and venue is
determined and made available in the winter.

Staff Rides (Field Trips)
Staff Rides are a common occurrence in the military and are no different in Army JROTC. Staff
Rides, also known as field trips, provide opportunities for students to learn more about the
history and culture of the military. Field trips can include excursions to military bases, museums,



and historic sites. In order to be eligible for the staff ride, a student must not be failing ANY
classes (based on running Final grade), have no behavior concerns (behavior referrals to
ISS/OSS are reviewed on a case by case basis), and be a productive and participating member
of the Corps of Cadets.

Cell Phone Policy
Cell phones are generally not permitted in the classroom. The only exceptions are when
students are allowed to use them for academic purposes and research or after the instructional
period. All violations are handled by the instructor in accordance with the TCCHS Student
Handbook.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Senior Army Instructor Army Instructor
LTC (R) Kevin D. Ingram SFC (R) Jason Dinkins
Email: kingram@tcjackets.net Email: jdinkins@tcjackets.net

Phone: 229-413-1763





APPENDIX A

Appearance While Wearing the Army JROTC Uniform
(In accordance with Cadet Command Regulation 145-2.)

1) Uniforms must present a neat and clean appearance. Loose strings will be cut from the
uniform. No jewelry, watch chains, combs, checkbooks, pens, pencils or similar items will
appear exposed on uniforms. The Army uniform will not be mixed with civilian clothing.
Bulky items in pockets distract from the uniform. While in uniform, Cadets will not place
their hands in their pockets except momentarily to place or retrieve items.

2) JROTC is a uniformed organization which is judged, in part, by how a Cadet wears a
prescribed uniform and maintains his/her personal appearance. Therefore, a neat and
well-groomed appearance by all Cadets is fundamental to JROTC and contributes to
building the pride and esprit essential to an effective Corps of Cadets.

3) Hair Styles. Many hairstyles are acceptable, as long as they are neat and conservative.
Hair will be neatly groomed. The length and bulk of hair will not be excessive or present
a ragged, unkempt, or extreme appearance. Hair will not fall over the eyebrows or
extend below the bottom edge of the collar. Lines or designs will not be cut into the hair
or scalp. If dyes, tints, or bleaches are used, colors used must be natural to human hair
and not present an extreme appearance. Applied hair colors which are prohibited
include, but are not limited to, purple, blue, and pink, green, orange, bright (fire-engine)
red, and fluorescent or neon colors. It is the responsibility of Instructors to use good
judgment in determining if applied colors are acceptable, based upon the overall effect
on Cadets’ appearance.

4) Males. Sideburns will be neatly trimmed. The base will not be flared and will be a
clean-shaven, horizontal line. Sideburns will not extend below the lowest part of the
exterior ear opening. The face will be clean-shaven, except for permitted mustaches.
Males are not authorized to wear braids, cornrows, or dreadlocks (unkempt, twisted,
matted, individual parts of hair), pony tails, or buns while in uniform. Hair that is clipped
closely or shaved to the scalp is authorized.

5) Females. Hairstyles will not interfere with proper wearing of military headgear. Hair
holding ornaments (barrettes, pins, clips), if used, must be transparent or similar in color
to hair, and will be inconspicuously placed. Beads or similar ornamental items are not
authorized. Females may wear braids and cornrows as long as the braided style is
conservative and the braids and cornrows lie snugly on the head. Hair will not fall over
the eyebrows or extend below the bottom edge of the collar at any time during normal
activity or when standing in formation. Long hair that falls naturally below the bottom
edge of the collar, to include braids, will be neatly and inconspicuously fastened or
pinned, so that no free-hanging hair is visible. Female cadets are permitted to wear a



ponytail in all US Army uniforms. Hair will be neatly and inconspicuously fastened or
secured in either a bun, single ponytail, two braids or a single braid. Multiple locs, braids,
twists or cornrows may come together in one or two braids or a single ponytail. Braids
and singular ponytails may be worn down the center of the back in all uniforms, but
length will not extend past the bottom of the shoulder blades while at the position of
attention. There is no minimum length for the wear of a ponytail or braid. The only
exception on the length of the ponytail or braid is while conducting tactical or physical
training. The length of the hair should not hinder a cadet’s performance or present a
safety risk.

6) Fingernails. Cadets will keep fingernails clean and neatly trimmed so as not to interfere
with performance of duty. Females may wear polish that is not exaggerated, faddish, or
of extreme coloring (such as purple, gold, blue or white) while in uniform. It is the
responsibility of instructors to use good judgment in determining if applied colors are
acceptable, based upon the overall effect on Cadets’ appearance.

7) Hygiene and Tattoos. Cadets are expected to maintain good hygiene while in uniform.
Tattoos are authorized except in areas of the body which would cause the tattoo to be
exposed while in Class A uniform. Tattoos or brands that are extremist, indecent, sexist,
or racist are prohibited, regardless of location on the body, as they are prejudicial to
good order and discipline within the unit, the school, and the community.

8) Makeup. No Flashy or an Excessive Amount of Make-up Should Be Worn. Males are not
authorized to wear makeup while in uniform.

9) Jewelry.Cadets are authorized to wear a watch on one hand. One ring per hand is
authorized. Necklaces are not authorized in uniform except for religious medallions and
must be worn under the shirt. Female cadets are authorized a single, small stud-type
earring per ear in either gold, silver, or diamond type materials.No other piercings are
authorized. Facial piercings are not permitted in uniform.The only bracelet permitted in
uniform is a medical alert bracelet.



APPENDIX B

Uniform Inspection Grading Rubric

VIOLATION MAXIMUM POINTS DEDUCTED

Failure to Wear the Uniform 100

Unauthorized Hairstyle 50

Unauthorized Hair Color 50

Failure to Shave 40

Missing Name Tag 30

Missing Rank 30

Missing Blue/Gold Cord 30

Missing Belt/Buckle 30

Unauthorized Socks/Undershirt 20

Unauthorized Jewelry 15 (each)

Minor Grooming Issue 15

Major Alignment/Placement Issue 15 (each)

Minor Alignment/Placement Issue 5 (each)





APPENDIX C

Raider Challenge

Raider Challenge or "Raider" as it is more commonly known is a very popular athletic competition
held within Junior ROTC programs around the United States. It is the Junior ROTC equivalent of the
Army ROTC "Ranger Challenge" team competition in college, only far less dangerous but very
challenging as well! Raider is considered the varsity level athletic event for Army JROTC. Our
teams compete across our area against the other Army JROTC programs in Area 2. In mid-October,
we will compete for the Region Championship, with the goal of earning a spot in the State
Championships in late October in Griffin, GA.

Our Raider team season begins in early August with tryouts followed by our practice season. We
typically compete beginning in early September, culminating in the Region and State
Championships. Tryouts are conducted in mid-August over several days and all are required. The
tryouts assess the physical, mental, and emotional aptitude of participants. Our goal is to build a
team that is strong, fast, resilient, motivated, and most of all, a TEAM.

Raider training is task-focused to prepare the cadets to compete in 5 primary events. Those events
are the 5KM Team Run, the Cross Country Rescue (a cross country team-run carrying 25 pound
ruck sacks and one 100-pound simulated casualty litter traversing several obstacles), the One-Rope
Bridge (the team constructs a rope bridge following detailed rules in the quickest time possible), The
team Tire Flip (the team flips a 600+ tire 50M down and back), and the Cadet Fitness Challenge (a
sprint team obstacle course with mazes, lifts, jumps, carries, and crawls throughout).

Our practices are conducted Monday, Tuesday and Thursday from 3:30-5:30 PM unless instructed
otherwise. Practices are not only required but extremely important as Raider is a team sport. When
cadets miss practice they impact the team as a whole. All participants must have dependable
transportation following practices. Prior planning is important and Cadets who habitually remain
more than 30 minutes after practice or have unreliable or unpredictable transportation are subject to
dismissal from the team. Everyone’s time is important and must be respected.

Since Raider Challenge is an extracurricular activity, requirements to make the team and the
rigorous training to prepare for competitions are all on-par with the many athletic programs on
campus. In many cases, the training regime takes workouts and conditioning drills from football,
wrestling, cross country, and track. Training is hard and can be extremely difficult for many, making
Raider one of the hardest physical activities at any school. Hydration, proper diet, and conditioning
are extremely important. All cadets are responsible for bringing a water source to practice. Clear
water bottles are not advised as they heat up quickly during practice. An insulated ½ gallon
thermos/etc is highly recommended. It is also advised not to take supplements or partake in energy
drinks (Monster, Red Bull, etc) as these will have a negative effect on the cadet’s overall health and
performance.



All cadets desiring to compete and become a Raider must have a valid athletic physical on file with
either the high school athletic department or with the Army JROTC cadre. Cadets that remain in
good standing and complete two competition seasons are awarded the varsity letter in Raider. Any
questions or concerns can be directed to LTC Ingram at kingram@tcjackets.net.



APPENDIX D

Drill Team

The JROTC Drill Team, “Marching Rifles”, is considered a varsity level activity within the program.
The team competes at the region and state level with the opportunity to compete at a national level,
as such, requires a high level of commitment. The Drill season runs from November 1st to March
30th. The Marching Rifles conduct a series of precision drill (marching) movements, with and
without rifles, in accordance with a prescribed sequence. Cadets that remain in good standing and
compete for two (years) will be approved to receive a Varsity letter in Drill. Additionally, a Cadet
could earn the Varsity ribbon and Championship ribbon by competing with the Marching Rifles. In
order to maintain a high level of competitiveness, it is important to have members of the team
present at all practices, competitions and maintain exceptional commitment. As such, the following
guidelines need to be followed:

1. Cadets wishing to command a team can not participate in any other after school activity
during the Drill season which runs from November 1st to March 30th. There simply is not
enough time in the day to fully commit to two separate activities.

2. Practices will run Monday, Tuesday and Thursday from 3:30-4:30 PM. Attendance is
mandatory in order to compete. Cadets with more than one (1) unexcused absence from
practice in a two (2) week period will not be allowed to attend the next scheduled
competition. More than three (3) offenses could result in dismissal from the team. Known
absences should be communicated to SFC Dinkins two (2) days before the occurrence.
Emergencies and special circumstances usually can not be controlled. These instances
should be communicated to SFC Dinkins as soon as the Cadet is aware, if possible.

3. Cadets’, parents’ and instructors’ time is valuable. Arrangements should be made for all
Cadets to be picked up from practice no later than 5:00 PM. If a Cadet can not be picked
up at 5:00 PM, please inform SFC Dinkins before practice if more time is needed that
day. More than three (3) violations of this guideline could result in dismissal from the
team.

4. A high level of discipline, honor and integrity is expected of JROTC Cadets. Even more
so, the expectation is elevated for those Cadets that choose to participate in
co-curricular activities. Discipline referrals, i.e. ISS, OSS, detention, altercations, could
result in a suspension from competition or dismissal from the team. Any issues should
be brought to the attention of SFC Dinkins as soon as possible.

5. Changes to the practice schedule and any other related communications will be posted
as soon as possible, usually via the Remind app. All Drill Team members will be required
to join the Remind group, if possible. Parents are more than welcome to join as well. The
Remind group will be made available at the first practice of the season.

The TCCHS Marching Rifles continue to be THE premiere Drill Team in Area 2 and South Georgia.
This can only be accomplished by having highly dedicated, motivated and disciplined Cadets within
the ranks. Any questions or concerns can be directed to SFC Dinkins at jdinkins@tcjackets.net.
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************Remove This Page, Return to Instructor************

CADET / PARENT-GUARDIAN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

As the undersigned, we affirm that we have read the Army JROTC Course Syllabus &
Standard Operating Procedures and fully understand our responsibilities. Furthermore, we
fully understand the requirements and expectations for participation in Army JROTC at

Thomas County Central High School.

Valid Mailing Address

_____________________________________________________
Street Address

________________________________________ _________ __________________
City State Zip Code

________________________________ ___________________________________
Cadet Printed Name Parent/Guardian Printed Name

________________________________ ___________________________________
Cadet Signature Parent/Guardian Signature

_______________ ________________
Date Date

_______________________ __________________________
Phone Number Phone Number

Print/Sign/Date and return this page to your Army JROTC instructor. A signed
acknowledgment is required in order for a cadet to participate in Army JROTC and receive
the uniform.


